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The Imagined Exiles: Slovak-Americans and the Slovak Question during the First Czechoslovak Republic

During the late 19th and early 20th century, over a half million Slovaks migrated to the United States. Although economics served as the primary motivation for the Slovaks moving to America, the politics of national identity also influenced this migration. Many Slovak-American leaders, such as Štefan Furdek and Peter Rovnianek, used the opportunity to develop Slovak national identity, culture, and politics free from the grip of Magyarization in pre-First World War Hungary. They organized from America a campaign to assert Slovak national rights within Hungary, hoping to pressure Hungary from the outside to open up to cultural and political autonomy for Slovakia. When the Czechoslovak revolutionary movement was organized after the outbreak of the First World War, its leaders, including Thomas Masaryk and Milan Štefánik, attempted to utilize these existing Slovak-American organizations for financial, military, and diplomatic support. While the Slovak-Americans served as a vital part of the Czechoslovak revolution, their political organizations demanded recognition of an independent Slovak identity and Slovak political autonomy in exchange for their support.

This campaign pushed many Slovak-Americans to absorb a sense of direct influence on the affairs of their homeland. The Slovak-American’s ability to guide

---

the direction of the Slovaks became more limited, however, as their efforts became subsumed by the larger Czech organizations, which attempted to keep Slovak ideals for independent identity and political autonomy at arm’s length. Consequently, the Slovak-Americans experienced ample frustration when their influence dissipated shortly after the creation of the First Czechoslovak Republic. In response to this frustration, the more ardent Slovak-American nationalists replanted their fight over the Slovak Question against the newly formed government in Prague. They attempted to mobilize their fellow Slovaks in America to the cause of Slovak autonomy, to build working relationships with Slovak nationalists in the homeland, and to place external pressure on Prague through propaganda and by petitioning for international support.

As an immigrant community, these Slovak national activists in America were not exiles in the true sense of the term. Unlike true political exiles, many of them had no designs to return to the homeland on a permanent basis, content with their lives in the United States. Under pressures of assimilation, Slovaks in America also increasingly identified as Americans, adopting, like many other immigrants, a ‘hyphenate’ identity as Slovak-Americans. This sentiment became even more prevalent as Slovaks born and raised in America took over their numbers. Slovak-American national activists nonetheless still saw themselves as ethnically Slovak, which they felt granted them rights to an active voice in the direction of their ethnic homeland. When Budapest and then Prague shut them out from such involvement, Slovak-American nationalists embraced the mentality and approach of exiles from the national politics of Slovakia, fighting from abroad to advance Slovak aspirations for political and cultural autonomy. They likewise positioned themselves as surrogates for true political exiles, starting with the First World War. In this respect, the Slovak-Americans were ‘imagined exiles,’ playing the role of an exiled community, even as they had little inclination to return and live in the conditions they hoped to bring about in their ethnic homeland. Although Slovak-American national activists failed in their goal of Slovak political autonomy during the First Czechoslovak Republic, their efforts nonetheless facilitated the adoption of a transatlantic national activism and organization among the Slovaks and contributed to the embrace of democracy as a guiding feature of Slovak national identity.

Having left the confines of Hungary after moving to the United States, Slovak-American nationalists embraced their migratory experience as a form of national liberation, one that freed them from the shackles of Magyarization and allowed them to develop a Slovak national culture and politics without restraint. In turn, they embraced this experience as an opportunity to bring

---

national liberation back to the homeland through financial and moral support, but also by placing eternal pressure on the Hungarian government through the international exposure of the impact of Magyarization on Slovak national development. Because moving to America was central to their sense of liberation as a nation, these Slovak nationalists openly embraced it as a part of their national conception. They developed a hyphenate identity as Slovak-Americans, in which they conceptualized themselves as culturally and ethnically Slovak, but as civically American in their embrace of American styled democratic statehood and citizenry. This sense of dual identity became a defining point for what they saw as the liberation of the Slovak nation. Many Slovak-Americans believed that by transferring American civic values back to Slovakia, they could bring the same national liberation and flourishing of national culture that they themselves had experienced in the United States.

Slovak national activism in the United States included public protests against Magyar officials visiting America, diverse propaganda efforts, and the building of political connections with national leaders in the homeland. These activities were rooted locally in Slovak schools and churches, but became linked nationally through Slovak fraternal organizations and press outlets. The central organization for Slovak national activism became the Slovak League of America (SLA), founded in May 1907 by Slovak-American leaders to unify the disparate Slovak groups in the United States behind common political action. The SLA’s main objectives were to develop the cultural and political life of the Slovaks in America as a means of supporting the cultural and political life of the Slovaks in the homeland and to fight for Slovak national self-determination.

Before the outbreak of World War I, Slovak national organizations actively worked to inform about the Slovaks and to protest Magyarization. For example, in 1902 Slovak activists petitioned American government officials to prevent a tour of a memorial Hungarian flag and then later attempted to prevent the building of a monument to Louis Kossuth in Cleveland, Ohio. Whenever Hungarian officials visited the United States, such as Albert Apponyi in 1904 and 1911 and Mihaly

Karolyi twice in 1914, Slovak-Americans organized widespread protests in the press and publically. During Apponyi’s first visit, the Slovak-Americans produced a “Memorial Pamphlet” to expose many negative examples of Magyarization, such as the suppressing of Slovak language education, a lack of press freedom, and a lack of appropriate Slovak representation in the Hungarian parliament. Later publications of a similar vein included transcripts of the trial proceedings of Slovak nationalists in Hungary, as well as the history of the Slovaks designed to expose Hungarian ill-treatment.

Next to these efforts, Slovak-Americans also maintained ample connections with the homeland in support of Slovak national development. The Slovak-American press played a key role in bringing the ideas of Slovak self-assertion into Hungary. The Slovak-Americans also tried to build cultural proxies to banned organizations, such as an American branch of the Slovak Cultural Institute, the Matica Slovenska, and the Sokol gymnastic organizations. They also built relationships with Slovak nationalist leaders. Slovak-American money helped fund the political careers of Slovak politicians, such as Milan Hodža, Pavel Blaho, and Andrej Hlinka. Events, such as the arrest of Hlinka in 1906 and the Černova Killings in 1907 likewise spurred much Slovak-American action, including fundraising campaigns to aid the families of the victims in Černova, to support Slovaks facing political trials, and to assist Slovak nationalist politicians and press.

---


As a result, when World War I broke out on 28 July 1914, the Slovak-Americans already had well-established infrastructures organizing in favor of Slovak self-determination and autonomy in Hungary, and they reacted quickly to exploit the war to advance their goals. The Slovak League's immediate response was a memorandum, sent to the United States and the Entente governments, which declared the League's support for American activism abroad in the name of spreading American democracy to oppressed nations. It then asserted that the goal of the Slovaks was to reach their national potential, as a people that were "modest, good natured, peace-loving, also naturally talented and capable of culture and development". Condemning Magyarization, the document ultimately called for the world powers to grant the Slovaks self-determination and equal status as a world nation. The SLA also pursued a range of other actions. For example, it condemned the Slovak leader Matúš Dula for supporting the Hungarian dynasty and the war. It then called on Slovaks in the United States to ignore calls for reservists to return home to join the war. The League also established a fund for the families of the Slovak war dead and regularly wrote to the U.S. Departments of State and Justice complaining about Austro-Hungarian propaganda in the United States. In one such a letter, SLA President, Albert Mamatey, compared World War I to the American Revolution, calling for a world where "no race shall be allowed to tyrannize over another race, nor a privileged, aristocratic class to dominate and oppress the people" in the name of “liberty and ‘government of the people, by the people, and for the people”.

With this activity ongoing, Thomas Masaryk reached out to these Slovak-American organizations to embrace his conception of a united Czechoslovak revolution. While Masaryk received support from some Slovak-Americans, such as the ‘Czechophile’ publisher Milan Getting, there remained strict divisions among the Slovak-Americans over the relationship of the Slovaks to the Czechs. Most Slovak-American leaders, having established their own movement and organizations, chose to maintain an independent course from the Czechs in the early stages of the war. Getting did convince SLA leaders to attend some Czech-American meetings as observers, but the League remained tentative in its response and at its eighth Congress in February 1915, it formally rejected unity with the Czechs. The primary reason for this approach was a broad desire for the Slovak-Americans to bide their time until more clarity arose concerning the
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outcome of the war, with the idea of embracing an approach that would assure the Slovaks the greatest degree of national freedom. SLA leaders remained concerned about other nationalities trying to claim ownership of the Slovaks, including the Czechs. Catholic nationalist, publisher Jozef Hušek firmly expressed this fear on one occasion, declaring, “The Magyars say we are Magyars, the Czechs that we are Czechs. But we are Slovaks!”7 The Slovak League therefore considered multiple options, including remaining with Hungary, joining the Czechs, complete independence, or even joining the Poles or Russians, based on which outcome would assure the greatest amount of Slovak freedom.7

Czech leaders recognized this independent action, and it caused Masaryk some concern. Masaryk lacked a mandate from the Czechs and Slovaks within Austria-Hungary, cut off from them due to the war. The success of his movement, therefore, depended on support from internationally based Slovaks and Czechs to serve as proxies to Czechs and Slovaks in the homeland. As the largest population of overseas Slovaks, Masaryk needed the Slovak-Americans as evidence of popular Slovak support for a common Czech and Slovak state. This task was not easy for Masaryk. Masaryk was largely unknown to the Slovak-Americans at the time and the desire of the Slovak-American leadership for independent action remained firm. Mamatey, for example, openly complained that the Czechs expected the Slovaks simply to fall in line behind Czech leadership. Mamatey felt the Slovaks were a unique nation, and he interpreted the idea that the Slovaks were a subset of the Czech nation as comparable to the ideas behind Magyarization. In a letter to Czech leaders in Paris, Mamatey thus expressed his willingness to take steps forward in common action, but he firmly demanded that the Czechs recognize the Slovaks as equals and copartners, and that they assure the Slovaks local autonomy in any future state.8

Despite this resistance, the efforts of certain Slovak-Americans, such as Matthew Jankola and Štefan Osuský, encouraged the SLA to change its position. The result was the Cleveland Agreement of 25 October 1915, which declared that the Slovak League and the Czech-American Bohemian National Alliance (BNA) would pursue joint action for Czech and Slovak independence. In order to reach this compromise, the Czechs had to appease Slovak fears and make clear that they based this cooperation on recognition of cultural independence of the two nations and on political autonomy for the Slovaks as well. The agreement
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thus asserted that any future state would be a democratic confederation “with complete national autonomy for Slovakia,” including its own parliament, state government, finances, and public administration, as well as “full cultural freedom, particularly the right to use the Slovak language as the official language of the state”. The Cleveland Agreement served as the first formal declaration of common action between the Slovaks and Czechs during the war, one based on cooperation but also on decentralization. Masaryk approved of the completion of this document.9

Common organization between the two peoples in America was, nevertheless, slow to get moving, and in the early stages amounted predominantly to joint propaganda efforts. Conflicts also remained in the relationship between Marasyk’s organization and the Slovak-Americans. Masaryk saw the Slovak-Americans simply as a supportive group to himself and his inner circle. Under the terms of the Cleveland Agreement, however, the leaders of the Slovak League saw themselves as equal partners, who should have a primary say in the decision making regarding the Slovaks and the right to back out at any point if the organization did not recognize their interests. Mamatey regularly warned Masaryk about this mindset and advised the Czech leader to be careful about calling the Slovaks ‘Czechs’ or otherwise ignoring them. Masaryk did not very well heed this advice. For instance, when the SLA sent Osuský and Gustav Košík to Europe to push its objectives, Masaryk expressed his displeasure publicly, chastising that the Slovak League for working by its own designs. Mamatey and the other Slovak leaders became irate over this response and Mamatey made a public statement expressing his bafflement. Mamatey and Lutheran nationalist Jan Pankuch likewise both criticized Edward Beneš and the National Council in Paris for sowing bitter feelings with several articles in the Czech-American press that condescendingly declared that the Slovak language was simply a Czech dialect. When Masaryk released a statement in November 1915 that called for freedom of all nationalities in Austria-Hungary, and ignored the Slovaks in the document, it only exacerbated this annoyance. In June 1916, the SLA addressed the matter in a memorandum, approving of open and friendly relations with the Czechs, but reasserting its demand for a strict adherence of the terms of the Cleveland Agreement.

The Slovak League’s ability to assert a voice in the forming of the state was weakened, however, when its two representatives effectively detached themselves from the League upon arriving in Europe. This result limited the SLA to its activities and organizations in the United States and allowed Masaryk to consolidate the image in western capitals that he and his organization served as the primary representative of the Slovaks overseas. The Slovak-Americans were never able to overcome this image, which forced them to remain linked to the National Council in order to maintain some influence. Slovak-American coordination with the Czechs thus held together. According to Pankuch, “the Slovaks decided not to break the agreement and often closed their eyes to the insults, in order not to harm the main goal – the revolution”. As the Czechoslovak National Council began to have more and more success, Slovak-American opinion became more favorable toward unity with the Czechs. The Allied letter to Woodrow Wilson in January 1917 that called for the liberation of Central European nationalities served as the watershed moment for consolidating Slovaks-American support for the Czechoslovak revolutionary organization, even though Slovak-American nationalists remained bothered by the use of the term ‘Czechoslovakia’ in the message. By early 1917, the SLA thus began openly supporting the Czechoslovak National Council.  

Masaryk likewise recognized that he needed the Slovak-Americans, for manpower and financial aid and to help gain the support of the United States government. The National Council thus attempted to appease the Slovaks in America with several articles praising the Slovaks. Their primary effort, however, was to send Milan Štefánik to the United States in June 1917 to rally the Czech- and Slovak-Americans, fundraise, and recruit volunteers for the Czechoslovak Legions. As a Slovak himself, Štefánik eased Slovak-Americans concerns of Czech domination. He also convinced Slovak Catholics that Czech leaders would respect religious freedom. The Slovak-Americans responded with a range of fundraising and volunteer recruitment efforts. The SLA and the BNA
also jointly founded the Slav Press Bureau to serve as a center for propaganda against Austria-Hungary. This organization played a key role in convincing the American press to support the breakup of Austria-Hungary and helped encourage dual resolutions in each house of Congress in May of 1917 that called for creation of an independent Czech-Slovak state. The SLA also wrote many letters to Wilson and other American officials to garner their support.12

In order to convince American officials, who continued to oppose the breakup of Austria-Hungary until late into the war, Masaryk realized he needed to visit the United States to make his case personally. Sensing that active participation of the Czech- and Slovak-American communities would help convince Wilson of the Czech and Slovak desire for independence and of their understanding of democratic statehood, Masaryk made the consolidation of Czech- and Slovak-American support his first priority when he arrived to America in April 1918. The Slovak Question lingered, however. When Masaryk gave a speech to Czechs and Slovaks in Chicago on 5 May 1918 and failed to mention the Slovaks, Hušek and other autonomists led a firestorm of complaint. Hušek called for a full revoking of support for Masaryk: “The Struggle for a greater Czechia is not worth one cent, nor one drop of Slovak blood…we want to know whether we are fighting for a Greater Czechia or for a free, self-governing Slovakia and for a free, self-governing Czechia”. Hušek then met with Mamatey and threatened that either the Czechoslovak National Council agreed to accept Slovak autonomy, or he would lead a full-fledged campaign against the Czechoslovak movement. This harsh criticism, and the possible embarrassment and questioning from the Allied leaders that it might cause, ultimately forced Masaryk to face the Slovak Question head on.

Consequently, it led to the creation of the most important document relating to Slovak nationalism for the next 20 years: the Pittsburgh Agreement. When Masaryk arrived in Pittsburgh after leaving Chicago, he attempted to amend his mistake. He gave a speech that hailed his own Slovak heritage and he promised equal and separately recognized Slovak participation in the new state. This
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speech convinced the American Slovaks in attendance. Nevertheless, looking for written insurance, SLA officials provided Masaryk a copy of the Cleveland Agreement and asked for formal recognition of the document by the National Council. Masaryk accepted the request, although he rewrote the text in a more concise and considerably vaguer form. This new Pittsburgh Agreement once again declared common action between the Czechs and Slovaks in the formation of a democratic republic. Forced by Slovak-American nationalists, the document again made a clear assertion for Slovak autonomy, under the terms that the Slovaks would have their "own administration, own parliament, and own courts," albeit with a closing line that stated that the republic’s organization would “be left to the liberated Czechs and Slovaks and to their duly elected representatives". Although there remained divisions over the document, Slovak- and Czech-American representatives signed it on 31 May 1918. When Masaryk formally became president on 14 November 1918, Hušek and a group of Slovak-American leaders met with him in Washington on that same day. There, Masaryk formally signed the agreement as the official head of the Czechoslovak state. In the short term, the agreement appeased the Slovak-Americans, who consolidated their support around the budding state. In their view, the agreement set in stone a common basis for cooperation predicated on equality and autonomy for the Slovaks. While Masaryk used the agreement as a legitimating device in his diplomatic efforts, it later came back to haunt Prague as a symbol of Slovak nationalism.13

Ultimately, Washington recognized the Czechoslovak National Council as the legitimate ruling body of the Czechs and Slovaks on 13 September 1918 and the National Council released the formal Declaration of Independence for Czechoslovakia on 18 October 1918. The precise degree of influence the Czech- and Slovak-Americans had on Wilson’s sentiment toward Czechoslovakia is unknown. Nevertheless, Masaryk cited the support they gained in Congress and elsewhere as critical for his diplomatic efforts. Charles Pergler, the first Czechoslovak Minister to the United States, also highlighted how Czech- and Slovak-American supplied necessary funds and organization, while linking the movement to American values of democratic statehood. American journalist Elmer Davis, who followed immigrant activities during the war, believed likewise. Just about all scholars of Slovak- and Czech-Americans also uphold this view.14


The formal organization of the state began with as much trust and optimism from a transatlantic perspective as the Czechoslovak state would ever see, although it proved a mix of success and regret for the Slovak-Americans. While the Slovaks ultimately achieved separation from Hungary, they became dependent on Masaryk and his organization in order to achieve even their minimum goals and rule over Slovakia became consolidated by the National Council. While the Slovak-Americans were able to pressure Masaryk into symbolically accepting their goals for Slovak autonomy, their influence only extended to the points where he needed their assistance. Masaryk likewise played them effectively, using the Pittsburgh Agreement to mollify the Slovak-American nationalists to assure that they did not hinder his plans. As a result, the Slovak-Americans found themselves on the margins during the building of the state.

The establishment of the Czechoslovak state following the war once again stirred up the Slovak Question. Slovak nationalists on both sides of the Atlantic had full expectations of a federal relationship that would recognize Slovak cultural uniqueness and grant the Slovaks civic equality with autonomy over domestic affairs under the terms of the Pittsburgh Agreement. Nevertheless, Czech nationalist leaders, supported by some Slovak ‘centralists’, wanted a strongly centralized state instead, justified by arguments of the commonality of the two peoples, the threat of Hungarian and German irredentism, and the believed necessity of centralized Czech oversight over Slovakia as means of bringing modernization to the Slovaks.

In this formulation, Czech centralists and their Slovak supporters tossed aside the Pittsburgh Agreement. Masaryk justified this decision by dismissing the Slovak-Americans who had pressured it upon him. He claimed that the agreement “was concluded in order to appease a small Slovak faction which was dreaming of God knows what sort of independence for Slovakia”. He likewise denied the authority of the transatlantic component the revolution: “I signed the Convention unhesitatingly as a local understanding between American Czechs and Slovaks upon the policy they were prepared to advocate. The signatories were mainly American citizens”. Meanwhile, supporters of centralism defined all support for autonomy and the Pittsburgh Agreement as either ignorant or treasonous. Czech and Slovak centralists then repeated these arguments ad hominem to try to discredit supporters of Slovak autonomy in Slovakia and abroad. This mentality did not dissuade Slovak nationalists. They fully embraced the Slovak-Americans as legitimate representatives of the Slovak people. The fact that Masaryk had written and signed the Pittsburgh Agreement emphasized its

legitimacy in their view, and exacerbated a sense of Czech duplicity among them. With their ultimate goal of obtaining domestic autonomy within the state, the Pittsburg Agreement, therefore, became the primary symbol of the continued Slovak fight for self-determination.15

Accordingly, the Slovak-American autonomists found themselves once again becoming outsiders challenging the state authority over Slovakia, and the Slovak Question became in part about the right of the Slovak-Americans to influence the homeland. For the Czechs and Slovak centralists, the Slovak-Americans were unquestionably ethnic Slovaks. In terms of citizenship and residency, however, they placed them as undoubtedly American, and thus categorized the Slovak-Americans as, first and foremost, United States citizens whose influence should not extend beyond United States borders. The Slovak-American nationalists, supported by their allies in Slovakia, alternatively perceived themselves as true Slovaks, who by fate had simply ended up as a colony in America. They believed that the nation as an ethnic and cultural foundation transcended the state, which, accordingly, allowed them equal right to speak about the fate of the Slovak homeland. Moreover, they saw their American identity as an asset that only enhanced this perceived right. It was through immigration to America that they had helped preserve Slovak national identity, helped found the Czechoslovak state, and their experience in American democracy provided them something they felt would prove beneficial for their brethren in the homeland. No less, their experience in America had proven, in their own view, that the Slovaks could very much develop independently and did not need the strict oversight of the Czechs. As such, the Slovak-American activists gradually adopted a role as an ‘exiled’ national voice against Prague centralism.

The exclusion of the Slovak-American voice was, however, not immediate. Slovak-American leaders maintained contact with political leaders in Czechoslovakia during the state’s foundation, and the SLA sent a delegation to Czechoslovakia in March 1919, wanting a first-hand view of the building of the new republic. Most of the delegates were bothered to learn during their visit that few in Slovakia knew about the Pittsburg Agreement. Hušek in turn criticized a perceived “arrogance and domineering attitude” among the Czech and Slovak centralists, whom he contrasted with Slovak Catholic nationalist leader Andrej Hlinka: “Hlinka alone gave me a clear-cut statement – he lived and dies for the American

pact… He stands for autonomy because he sees in it the assurance of a better future for his nation, and a guarantee of the free growth of its national culture and economy; as well as a barrier to Czech materialism and atheism. Slovak-American nationalists saw in Hlinka a figure who represented their own desires – their sense of Slovak independent identity and their hope for Slovak autonomy. Although they remained open to Prague, they made clear this openness was dependent on at least a gradual application of Slovak self-rule.

Back in America, the SLA continued to push the Pittsburgh Agreement. The League affirmed in a memorandum to Prague how they had agreed to a common state based on equality and autonomy and remained prepared to stand up against anyone who opposed the principle. In Wilsonian fashion, the memo demanded that Prague assure autonomy in the laws of the state, “because the demand for free self-determination and autonomy rests on eternal, natural and unchangeable laws of humanity”. The Slovak autonomists also convinced Czech-American leaders to sign a memorandum that declared support for the full application of the Pittsburgh Agreement. In response, Slovak centralists, notably Minister for Slovakia Vavro Šrobár, attempted to persuade Slovak-American leaders otherwise. Šrobár tried to convince the Slovak League that the new government had applied the terms of the Pittsburgh Agreement in full and that support for autonomy aided efforts by the Czech and Slovak’s enemies will ruin the state. 16

Continuing to hear conflicting reports, Mamatey himself went to Slovakia in the winter of 1919–1920. Upon arrival, he presented the original draft of the Pittsburgh Agreement to Slovak leaders, including Hlinka, Šrobár, and Agrarian leader Milan Hodža. Hlinka praised the experience for allowing him to confirm the document’s validity and the document served as a galvanizing symbol for Slovak nationalists. Hlinka in turn sent two of his compatriots, Jozef Rudinský and Jozef Kubala, to the United States in October 1919 to collaborate with Slovak-American autonomists. The Slovak League also maintained regular contact with Lutheran nationalists in Slovakia. Šrobár and Hodža, however, both rejected the agreement. The Slovak centralists then produced a letter that thanked the Slovak-Americans for their efforts, but argued that Slovakia remained under constant threat from

Hungary and “could neither build up nor maintain its autonomy without Czech help,” due to a lack of competent administrators. It then claimed that the new constitution would make good on the Pittsburgh Agreement and that it would protect the Slovaks, supported by “the brotherly feeling of the Czech Nation”. In response, the League refused to renounce the Pittsburgh Agreement, although it again expressed willingness to accept its gradual implementation.17

When this implementation did not occur, the Slovak League’s sentiment became more strident. Prague’s agents in America received much consternation from Slovak-Americans about the 1920 Czechoslovak Constitution when it did not directly address the Pittsburgh Agreement. In response, Prague then sent Šrobár, its most powerful supporter, to America in 1923. While Šrobár attempted to unify the Slovak-Americans behind centralism, his visit had the opposite effect of galvanizing the Slovak-American autonomists. The Slovak League and other autonomist organizations boycotted Šrobár’s speeches. They criticized that Šrobár had, “under the false pretense of referring on the progress in Slovakia since the revolution, quite openly, as the confidant of the C.S. Government, turned political somersaults; stigmatized, without reasons whatever, the Slovak League of America with the stamp of ‘treason’ towards, and enmity to the C.S. Republic”. Unable to convert the Slovak-American autonomists, the Czech and Slovak centralists responded by trying to discredit them as a parochial, fringe minority ignorant of Czechoslovak affairs, when not also accusing them of working directly with Czechoslovakia’s adversaries in Vienna, Budapest, and Warsaw.18

---


This process proved extremely frustrating to Slovak-American autonomists, given their role in the revolution, and a sense of outrage and betrayal took over among them. Fed up with Prague's obfuscation on the Slovak Question, the SLA leaders began protesting openly against Prague centralism and for the immediate implementation of the Pittsburgh Agreement, particularly after Ivan Bielek took over as SLA president in 1920. Hušek and Pankuch likewise formed an adjacent organization called the Friends of Slovak Freedom (FSF), designed to unite Slovak Catholic and Lutheran nationalists with a singular goal of addressing the Slovak Question. Slovak-American autonomists remained idealistic in their goal and faithful that American democratic ideals would eventually lead to the full application of Slovak self-determination. Their organizations attempted to unify the Slovaks in America and worked to keep them linked to their Slovak cultural identity. They also raised money to help Slovak social advancement and aid in the fight for autonomy and once again adopted the task of the international exposure and protest of the Slovak-Question.19

In doing so, Slovak-American activists pursued political action against the Czechs as they had previously against Hungary. Slovak nationalist organizations in America produced a flurry of pamphlets and informative documents as a means of exposing the Slovak Question and making the case for Slovak autonomy. These publications attempted to distinguish the Slovaks from the Czechs, to expose Prague's failed promises for Slovak autonomy, and to defend against centralist accusations against the Slovak-Americans. The Slovak-American autonomists also attempted to influence various governments to support their cause, most notably their own government in the United States. They wrote numerous letters to American officials, begging them to assure that the values of national self-determination and American democracy were applied in Slovakia. These petitions came in conjunction with similar appeals from the Slovak autonomists in the homeland, such as the Catholic nationalist Slovenská Ľudová Strana’s 1922 Žilina Memorandum.20


The Slovak-Americans also directed many publications toward Prague, hoping to motivate a change in centralist policy. After sending a letter of complaint in 1921, the SLA followed up with a more detailed memorandum in November 1922, which called on Prague to make good on the Pittsburgh Agreement in the name of natural rights and to reward the sacrifices made by Slovak-Americans during the revolution. It emphasized how Masaryk had given the American Slovaks a full understanding that the agreement was binding when he produced and signed it, and they provided a series of letters between the League and various Czechoslovak officials to expose how the former never lived up to their promises made to the Slovak-Americans. The memorandum promised to maintain friendly relations with Prague, should it respect Slovak domestic autonomy. If not, it warned that the Slovak-Americans would take the issue to the “court of public opinion of the civilized world”. The SLA then passed a follow up resolution chastising Prague for manipulating the world into perceiving the Slovaks as weak and dependent on the Czechs. It then provided a list of examples of Czech hostility against the League, including efforts to undermine its finances and attempts to bully and blackmail Slovak-American leaders. The League once again emphasized how it had made every effort to resolve the Slovak Question within the confines of the Czechoslovak Republic, but, asserting that it “fights with fire and sword everyone who is in favor of autonomy of the Slovak nation,” it repeated its warning should Prague continue to treat it with disdain.21

Many more publications followed. The Friends of Slovak Freedom, for example, released two protests in 1923. One defended the validity of the Slovak-Americans as representatives of the Slovak people and declared that the Slovak-Americans would not stand down and would use all means to achieve Slovak autonomy. In another protest, the FSF condemned Prague’s press censorship in Slovakia and its targeted smear campaigns against the Slovak-American autonomists. The Slovak Catholic Federation in America likewise sent an “Open Letter” to Masaryk in 1923. The document bemoaned how Masaryk treated the Slovak-Americans as equals during the war, to which they responded with loyalty and support, before he lured them into “an invisible net of imperialistic aspirations, renounced openly what is to every nation and to us ‘ignorant’ Slovaks inviolable, priceless, sacred”. It then appealed for Masaryk “to acknowledge and fulfill what you had promised us, the American Slovaks,” for the sake of Czech and Slovak unity...
and the security of the state. The Slovak League then produced a pamphlet that challenged the idea that Masaryk personally had liberated the Slovaks. The document defended Slovak-American agency in the revolution, reminding of their contributions during the war and noting how Masaryk treated them as legitimate Slovaks when he needed their support. When Prague continued to ignore these petitions, the SLA upheld its threats to take the issue to the world stage. It appealed to the League of Nations in 1932, asking the world body to recognize the Slovaks as an independent nation, to demand the implementation of the Pittsburgh Agreement, and to conduct an investigation of ill treatment against the Slovaks. It likewise continued to petition the United States and other governments for support.22

In their political behavior, Slovak-American political activists adopted the mentality and behaviors of an exile organization trying to change the political orientation of its homeland, even though they had fixed residency in America and wanted to effect change in Slovakia that would have no direct impact on their own lives. True political exiles in turn abetted this sentiment, using the Slovak-Americans as proxies to their own exile movements. Thomas Masaryk encouraged Slovak-American involvement in Czecho-Slovak national politics when he needed their support for his own exile organization during World War I, and thus reaped the consequent protests, later dismissing them as outsiders. This result did not stop later Czech and Slovak political exiles from turning once again to the Slovak-Americans when they needed support, whether Edvard Beneš and Milan Hodža during World War II, Catholic nationalists, such as Karol Sidor and Ferdinand Ďurčanský after the war, or non-communist leaders exiled in 1948.23

Accordingly, historians can view these Slovak-American national activists as

---


“imagined exiles,” having adopted the role and behaviors of an exile organization despite not being exiles conditionally. Although the Slovak-American efforts to gain Slovak political autonomy were unsuccessful at the time, the process had a clear impact on Slovak national development. Slovak-American efforts to assert an independent Slovak identity played a key role of sabotaging Magyarization before World War I and then Czechoslovakization afterwards. They helped spur the breakup of Austria-Hungary, and produced the Pittsburgh Agreement, the most important symbol of Slovak nationalism in the interwar period. Their activism and coordination with Slovak autonomists in Slovakia likewise strengthened nationalist activities. Slovak nationalist leaders, such as Hlinka, Jozef Tiso, and Emil Stodola openly expressed praise for the Slovak-Americans as genuine Slovaks who continued to fight for Slovak freedom. Many Slovak nationalist leaders, including Hlinka and Tiso, likewise made pilgrimages to the United States in the interwar period to show their respect and thanks to the Slovak-Americans. This process helped enroot among the Slovaks a sense of independent identity and national political assertion, which held firm leading up to the Velvet Divorce between the Czechs and Slovaks in 1993.24

The influence of the Slovak-Americans also played a role in encouraging Slovak leaders to embrace democracy a component of Slovak identity. They saw the American Slovaks as having reached full Slovak self-consciousness, emboldened by American liberty, and believed that the United States should serve as the ideal model for a democratic Slovakia. Hlinka, for example, highlighted the sense of natural connection between Slovaks and Americans: “America is a superior nation and a master democratic republic. It has a splendid constitution, which not only guarantees the rights and liberties to the people, but sees that they get them as well... A good Slovak who comes to America makes a good American”. Tiso also openly praised the Slovak-American sense of independence and their pride in their Slovak identity, and interpreted the Slovak-American’s experience as proof of Slovak merit for self-determination. Tiso never gave up his sense of solidarity with the Slovak-Americans, and regularly referenced his visit to America to affirm a desire for a democratic Slovakia. Even when Tiso fell under the influence of Nazi Germany, his government continued to push for a close relationship with America. In these various ways, the Slovak-Americans

continued to influence the Slovak homeland in spite of their permanent foundation in the United States.25
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The Imagined Exiles: Slovak-Americans and the Slovak Question during the First Czechoslovak Republic

Summary

Michael Cude’s article examines how Slovak immigrants in the United States related to their homeland, particularly on questions of national sovereignty (the ‘Slovak Question’). Free from the grip of denationalization efforts in pre-First World War Hungary, Slovak leaders in America established organizations geared toward Slovak national development and political activism, eventually leading to an effort to pressure Hungary from abroad to open up to cultural and political autonomy for the Slovaks. When the Czechoslovak independence movement was organized in exile after the outbreak of the First World War, its leaders attempted to utilize these existing Slovak-American organizations for financial, military, and diplomatic support. This campaign pushed many Slovak-Americans to absorb a sense of direct influence on the affairs of their homeland, and, consequently, it caused them ample frustration when this influence later dissipated in the First Czechoslovak Republic. In response to this frustration, Slovak-American political activists replanted their fight over the Slovak Question against the newly formed government in Prague. Although the Slovak-Americans were not a true exile group, they embraced the mentality and approach of exiles, fighting from abroad to advance Slovak national aspirations. In addition, they regularly served as proxies in support of true political exiles. In this regard, historians can view these Slovak-American national activists as “imagined exiles,” adopting the role and behaviors of an exile organization even though they were not exiles conditionally. Although stymied in their goal of Slovak autonomy within the First Czechoslovak Republic, Slovak-American efforts nonetheless facilitated the adoption of a transatlantic Slovak national activism, and contributed to an embrace of democracy as a guiding feature of Slovak national identity.